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R Recommended
M Marginal book that is so slight in content or has so many weaknesses in style or format that it barely misses an
NR rating. The book should be given careful consideration before purchase.
NR Not recommended.
Ad For collections that need additional material on the subject.
SpC Subject matter or treatment will tend to limit the book to specialized collections.
SpR A book that will have appeal for the unusual reader only. Recommended for the special few who will read it.
AeC &c~0 chronological arrangement. The authors have
S, investigated the first expeditions in each part
w 9n € Otto •ye 9  e of the country, following their journeys and,
where records provide material, reporting on
R Averill, Esther Holden. Jenny Goes to the people, the flora and fauna, and the lands
1-3 Sea. Harper, 1957. 128p. $2.50. each was the first to see. Many lesser explor-
Jenny Linsky, the completely feminine cat, ers are reported on. Since many explorers had
travels around the world with her adopted similar experiences, some of the writing is
brothers, Checkers and Edward. Their adven- repetitive. A most thorough index is provided.
tures at ports of call in the Orient are told in
the best tradition of travel literature: realis- NR Barr, Cathrine. Jeff and the Fourteen
tic, entertaining, and always related to the in- K-1 Eyes. Walck, 1958. 32p. $2.25.
terest of the tourists. Each cat has a different A slight story of a boy who sees eyes gleaming
and credible personality, and the relationship through the tent flap. Seven times this happens,
of cat to human is deftly handled. Concepts of and each time the eyes seem larger and bright-
space and geographical information are incor- er, and the boy is a bit more apprehensive. He
porated into the story easily and do not obtrude doesn't wake his brother but does, at last, use
on the picture of international (feline) under- a flashlight to discover that the fourteen eyes
standing. belong to seven animals ranging in size from a
squirrel to a fawn. This seems to reassure him
R Bakeless, Katherine (Little) and John. and he bids them goodnight and retires.
6-9 They Saw America First; Our First
Explorers and What They Saw. Lip- R Baumann, Hans. Son of Columbus; tr. by
pincott, 1957. 222p. $3.95. 7-10 Isabel and Florence McHugh; illus.
A review of the first explorations of various by William Stobbs. Oxford, 1957.
parts of the North American continent, rewrit- I 248p. $3.
ten from Eyes of Discovery by John Bakeless. Fernanr Columbus sails with his father on the
The organization is by geographical regions fourth voyage to America. The author skilfully
rather than the more usual biographical or interweaves several themes in this rich, dra-
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matic story: Fernan's friendship with the Indian
boy Tahaka who is returning home in almost
mystical, but nonetheless believable, circum-
stances; the melodramatic true adventures and
hardships of the expedition; the atmosphere of
intrigue and selfishness that accompanied the
Spanish to the New World; the character of Co-
lumbus himself, seen through Fernan's eyes as
a great man despite his all-too-human faults;
the culture of the Indians, realistically depicted.
Though the book does not say so, its air of au-
thenticity indicates that it is derived from the
journal kept by Fernan on the real voyage, and
Fernan himself comes convincingly alive as he
gains in resourcefulness and maturity, even
though the real emphasis is on the sweep of ac-
tion and the character of Columbus.
NR Beaton-Jones, Cynon. So Hi and the White
4-6 Horse; illus. by John Ward. Vanguard,
1958. 120p. $3.
As in The Adventures of So Hi, the action of the
book depends on a succession of contrived ad-
ventures, and the humor on derogatory names
such as Ee Go and Sly Mee. An Emperor's white
horse can, by stamping his foot, grant any wish;
when the horse is stolen by a bandit, So Hi comes
to the rescue with his dragon Dripoff, and his
dog Yappa. After several unpleasant and improb-
able episodes, the horse is returned to the Em-
peror.
SpC Bennett, Rainey. What Do You Think?
4-6 World, 1958. 40p. $2.50.
yrs.
An amusing picture book in which young Tony
tries to figure out, with humorously pictured
assists from his dog, Zebbie, just what thinking
is. His excursions into thinking lead to a vari-
ety of activities from looking at a picture book
to making mud pies. Children will find a great
deal to entertain them in the text and pictures,
and might even be led to do a bit of speculating
themselves. A pleasing book for adults and
children.to share, and especially suitable for a
home collection.
NR Beim, Jerrold. Trouble after School; illus.
5-7 by Don Sibley. Harcourt, 1957. 128p.
$2.75.
Lee Emerson drifts into a tough gang when his
mother takes a job and is no longer home to su-
pervise him. Lee is torn between two sets of
standards; he eventually decides to talk to the
guidance counselor at school, and, encouraged
by her support, takes a stand against the gang's
plans for a destructive outing. He even con-
vinces the leader of the gang to talk to the coun-
selor, and he assures his mother that she may
continue working: he has learned his lesson and
will now behave more responsibly. The conclu-
sion of the book is unconvincing. The fact that
school personnel and parents make no effort to
communicate (when each is aware that Lee is
in some sort of difficulty) is distressing, since
all these adults are represented as sensitive
and intelligent. The chief value of the book is
in the picture it presents of a young adolescent
in conflict.
NR Black, Irma (Simonton). Busy Water; pic-
2-3 tures by Jane Castle. Holiday House,
1958. 36p. $2.50.
A simplified description of the water cycle and
of some of the uses of water. The illustrations
are mediocre and some of them crowd the
pages; text is less useful than it might be were
the facts not interrupted by rhyme and by songs,
quoted from the brook. Pages are not numbered;
ideas are introduced and not explained. The
book is adapted from a story by the author and
Lucy Sprague Mitchell in Believe and Make Be-
lieve (Dutton, 1956).
NR Brenner, Barbara. Somebody's Slippers,
3-5 Somebody's Shoes; illus. by Leslie
Jacobs. Scott, 1957. 30p. $2.50.
A slight picture book about shoes. Pictures are
in poster-technique, some in shades of grey
and white and others in which yellow and orange
are added. The text, part of which is in rhyme,
tells of the different kinds of shoes and the oc-
casions for which each is worn.
NR Buchheimer, Naomi. Let's Go to a School;
2-4 illus. by Ruth Van Sciver. Putnam,
1958. 48p. $1.95.
It is difficult to see just where this book would
best be used. In tone and content it seems de-
signed for the pre-school child who is just about
ready to start school. However, it is over-long
for reading aloud and much of the information
could prove confusing if the child happened to be
entering a school system that was not set up as
this one is described. For use as social studies
material with older elementary children, the
book has serious limitations. The tone is too ob-
viously aimed at younger children and the infor-
mation is not of a general enough nature for the
book to have much real use.
R Buff, Mary (Marsh) and Conrad. Elf Owl.
All Viking, 1958. 72p. $2.75.
ages
In their safe nest at the top of the saguaro plant
live the tiny elf owls, and from their perch they
can see the struggle for survival of other des-
ert inhabitants. They see the creatures preying
on each other, they see the search for water in
the dry heat and the flowering of the desert in
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spring. The many illustrations are vivid and
distinguished. The text has the rhythmic qual-
ity of poetry; both text and illustrations make
excitingly real the harshness and the beauty
of the desert scene.
NR Clarke, Pauline. Hidden Gold; illus. by
6-8 Cecil Leslie. Abelard-Schuman,
1957. 192p. $2.75.
Alister and Georgina Murray, en route to their
aunt's home for the summer, meet a suspicious
character on the train. He says that he is a
dealer in second-hand jewelry, but the object
he shows them, Alister tells his sister later,
is part of a priceless Celtic torc. The Murrays
and two friends make elaborate plans including
a concealed lookout and night watches; they
suspect that the tore is part of a buried hoard,
in which case it is the property of the govern-
ment. The mystery is solved by the young peo-
ple and the culprit brought to light The four
children are depicted as being very enterpris-
ing; they are also secretive and disobedient,
and not always quite truthful. The characters
are artificial and the interpolation of stories
by Alister about the Iron Age, showing an ency-
clopedic knowledge, are received by the other
children with unbelievable eagerness.
M Corcos, Lucille. Joel Gets A Dog.
1-3 Abelard-Schuman, 1958. 40p. $2.50.
Joel, young hero of two previous picture books,
is now the proud owner of a basset hound, and
tries to prove to his parents that he is capable
of caring for and training a dog. The writing is
somewhat pedestrian and the chief appeal of the
book will come from the pictures of Happy, the
dog, although unfortunately there are not very
many of them.
M Curren, Polly. This Is a Town; illus. by
1-3 Robert J. Lee. Follett, 1957. 32p. (A
Beginning-to-Read Book) $1.80.
The story of the growth of a typical town, from
the arrival of the first pioneer family in a wil-
derness to the complex community of today.
Simple material that can be used in a study of
the community. The repeated references to a
town "much like the town where you live" may
have little meaning for the child who lives in a
metropolitan area or on a farm.
M Day, Dee. Getting to Know Panama; illus.
3-5 by Don Lambo. oward-Mc Cann,
1958. 64p. $2.50.
A brief history of the country, a description of
the building and operation of the Panama Canal,
and some general information about Panama.
The book includes too much material for any
but a superficial treatment, and the author is
given to such generalizations as "People who
live in Panama City and Col6n are lively and
gay." Information on the Canal is not pre-
sented in great detail; the part of the book that
is of some merit is that section which presents
Panama today: the people, government, cus-
toms and costumes. While the text is not well
organized, the cultural aspects suffer least
from a rambling style.
SpR De Jong, Meindert. Along Came a Dog;
6- pictures by Maurice Sendak. Harper,
1958. 172p. $2.75.
The story of a small hen, cast out of the.flock
because she is crippled; of a stray dog looking
for a home; and of a man who lived alone. The
hen is befriended by the dog; the man sends the
dog away. When the hen has chicks and is at-
tacked by a hawk, the dog saves their lives. The
man sees this happen and realizes that he should
give the dog a home. This simple theme is treat-
ed by the author with delicacy and strength, in
lovely and lucid prose. The story is absorbing
and poignant, and its appeal will probably be
greatest to a sensitive and perceptive reader.
Ad Durrell, Lawrence George. White Eagles
8-10 over Serbia. Criterion, 1958. 200p. $3.
A quite well written story about a British agent
in Yugoslavia. Investigating the death of another
agent, Colonel Methuen discovers, in a moun-
tain sanctuary, the headquarters of a guerilla
band, the White Eagles. The plot is cohesive
and the action suspenseful in a spy story that
is rather sophisticated. Methuen is as resource-
ful, brave and shrewd as espionage heroes usu-
ally are.
M Eberle, Irmengarde. Evie and Cookie;
2-4 illus. by Louis Slobodkin. Knopf,
1957. 123p. $2.75.
Cookie is a gentle kangaroo who lives with the
Dell family and is regarded with affection by
other people in the neighborhood: Even the cats
and dogs accept the kangaroo. Cookie seems un-
happy at a birthday party, so Evie Dell gives a
party for Cookie, inviting kangaroos from vari-
ous zoos. One of the guests almost persuades
Cookie to return to Australia, but goes back
alone when Cookie decides that she is too fond
of the Dells to leave them. Cookie is described
as having rather complicated thought processes
and engaging in acts requiring manual dexterity
of which a kangaroo is not capable. The equa-
nimity with which the adults in the story accept
Cookie also is a strain on credulity, although
the consistent calm of the style makes rather
pleasant reading. Slobodkin's drawings are skil-
ful and amusing.
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R Estes, Eleanor. Pinky Pye; illus. by
4-6 Edward Ardizzone. Harcourt, 1958.
192p. $3.
Another story about the Pye family who, with
cat and dog and four-year-old Uncle Benny, go
to Fire Island for a summer of bird watching.
The family acquires a new member: a small
black kitten who can use the typewriter (at least,
her memoirs are found in the roller) and box.
Uncle Benny conquers the thumb-sucking habit
by exerting great self-control. The family res-
cues a rare pygmy owl. The book has the same
spontaneity, humor and sincerity as other books
by Estes.
Ad Euller, John. Arctic World; illus. with
5-7 photographs and maps. Abelard-
Schuman, 1958. 142p. $2.50.
A rather comprehensive picture of the Arctic,
in a style that is dry but not difficult. The book
is illustrated by maps, diagrams, and photo-
graphs, and a relative index is appended. The
author describes the geography and topology,
the living habits and hunting methods of the in-
habitants, and the flora and fauna of the region.
Recounted in some detail are the historic Arc-
tic explorations of the past and the investiga-
tions and innovations now taking place.
R Felton, Harold W. Bowleg Bill: Seagoing
5-8 Cowpuncher; illus. by William Moyers.
Prentice-Hall, 1957. 174p. $2.95.
Rollicking tale of a Wyoming cowboy who inad-
vertently went to sea and ended up in Portland,
Maine, where he became a sea-going cowpuncher,
riding horse mackerel, herding whales, and
shooting up any captain who happened to cross
him. The story has the full flavor of the Amer-
ican tall tale, and Bowleg Bill should take his
place with Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill and Old
Stormalong as a tall tale hero. The material is
borrowed in part from Jeremiah Digges' "Bow-
leg Bill, the Sea-Going Cowboy."
NR Friskey, Margaret (Richards). Mystery
K-1 of the Gate Sign; illus. by Katherine
Evans. Childrens Press, 1958. 29p.
$2.50.
Three rabbits see a sign on the gate of a zoo;
each goes inside and comes out to give the
others an interpretation of the sign-depending
on what he has seen. By using some logic and a
bit of phonetics (there's an "oo" in "zoo"), and
by noting that there are indeed no dogs inside,
the rabbits agree that the sign says "ZOO-NO
DOGS." The rabbits have found that there is
more to reading than guesswork, but the guess-
ing is credible, the knowledge of phonetics is'
not. Illustrations are saccharine.
Ad Graham, Helen Holland and Huff, Barbara
2-3 A. Taco, the Snoring Burro; pictures
by Helen Borten. Abelard-Schuman,
1957. 58p. $2.50.
Antonio's father had been a carpenter; when
money was needed for his sickly sister, Antonio
took the beautiful chest his father had carved to
the city to sell. Unfortunately, the chest was
loaded on Taco the burro, who was frightened
by an automobile horn and rolled into a ditch.
The chest was shattered. Antonio entered Taco
in a burro race when he got to the city. The
sleepy animal lost, but a film producer was so
entertained by Taco's langour that he paid An-
tonio a handsome sum to rent Taco. Illustrations
are bold and colorful. Not outstanding writing,
but a pleasant tale of a Mexican child. Some
pages are difficult to read because of the dark
color and mottled background.
NR Greene, Carla. A Trip on a Plane. Lan-
2-3 tern, 1957. 57p. $2.
Presentation in story form fails to make inter-
esting the description of an airplane trip. The
acknowledgement to the family who posed for
the photographs makes the use of fictional names
even more artificial. Photographs are not always
illustrative, there are no captions, and the text
is written in a dry and contrived style.
Ad Haupt, Enid Annenberg. The Seventeen
6-9 Book of Young Living; illus. by
Cynthia Rockmore. McKay, 1957.
237p. $4.95.
A chatty, optimistic guide to success as a teen-
ager in the best Seventeen tradition. Included
are discussions of such topics as clothes, doing
well in school, giving parties, being tolerant,
and catching a man. Most of the advice is sound
enough, but quite superficial. For example, the
author lists some things to do to overcome shy-
ness-"Instead of smiling at an acquaintance,
stop and speak"-which the shy person could do
only after overcoming her shyness. Fedder's
A Girl Grows Up (Whittlesey House, 1957) or
Scott's Pattern for Personality (Macrae, 1951)
are better for guidance purposes. This book is
more suitable for the girl in her early teens
who merely wants more "polish" and has no
real problems.
Ad Johnston, Johanna. Great Gravity the Cat;
4-6 illus. by Kurt Wiese. Knopf, 1958.
66p. $2. 50.
Great Gravity had been a favored pet until the
day the new baby arrived. Then he was neglected
and pushed aside until he left home in disgust
Making a living was not quite as easy as it had
looked to be when he watched the outdoors from
his apartment window, and after one day and
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night of coping with the elements he was happy
to go back home and be petted and fed chicken
livers. He even made friends with the baby. The
small size print and adult tone of the story will
limit the book's appeal.
R Kalnay, Francis. Chicaro; Wild Pony of
4-6 the Pampa; illus. by Julian de Miskey.
Harcourt, 1958. 127p. $2.75.
After Pedro's mother died, his father put him
in the care of Juan, a gaucho. When Pedro found
a wild colt, he called Juan to lasso and train the
animal. When the owner's son tried to take the
colt, Chicaro, away, Juan intervened. When Juan
was fired, he left the ranch, taking Pedro with
him to see the world. The book is evocative not
only of the Argentine Pampa, but also of the
freedom and simplicity of outdoor life every-
where. The author writes of simple people and
small events with warmth and humor. The trust
Pedro feels for Juan; the protective love and
pride Juan feels for Pedro; and the parting as
they leave Pedro's father (who decides he is too
old to leave the familiar home) are described
with moving candor.
Ad King, Clive. Hamid of Aleppo; with illus.
2-4 by Giovannetti. Macmillan, 1958.
47p. $2.50.
Hamid, a Syrian hamster, lives alone in a hill
full of Things with which he loves to play. He
emerges from the corridors of his underground
home one day and goes off to see the world. To
all the animals he meets in country and in town
Hamid pretends that he is very sophisticated.
In his ignorance he gets in trouble with a store-
keeper. Fleeing his pursuers, Hamid burrows
into a museum office. When the director sees
Hamid's collection of Things, he goes with
Hamid to the home hill. At the site he excavates
for more antique Things, while Hamid happily
remains as guide to the visitors who come to the
dig. Drawings reflect the ineffable conceit and
bland good humor of Hamid.
Ad Lansing, Elisabeth Carleton (Hubbard).
3-5 A House for Henrietta; illus. by Lisl
Well. Crowell, 1i958. 196p. $3.
All the children in the fourth grade had waited
eagerly to meet Lisa, who was a Hungarian ref-
ugee. She and her mother were sponsored by
eccentric old Mrs. Prescott. Many of the girls
overwhelmed the shy newcomer with their ad-
vances, but Kathy Simpson made friends rather
slowly. She gave Lisa a doll, named Henrietta,
dressed in Hungarian costume. A little house
on the Prescott property was refurbished as a
doll house. When Mrs. Prescott decided to go
to a rest home, she was pressed by the fam-
ilies of both girls into donating the little house
as a home for Lisa and her mother. A pleasant
story, although the pace is slow. The friend-
ship between the two girls is well described,
but the relationships between Lisa and the other
girls is presented in too sharp a contrast. Some
of the family relationships have appeal, but fre-
quent baby talk from Kathy's little brother be-
comes a trifle wearing.
R Leaf, Munro. Manners Can Be Fun. Rev.
2-4 ed. Lippincott, 1958. 48p. $2.25.
First published in 1936, this is a revised edi-
tion. A few pages of new material have been
added which include television manners. Car-
toon-style drawings illustrate behavior that is
acceptable or not acceptable. Describing cor-
rect conduct with friends and in school, at home
or at play, the author makes it clear that good
manners help make one a person pleasant to be
with or to live with. The reorganization of some
pages and the change to illustrations that are
black and white only are minor differences in
a book as amusing and effective as ever.
M Lewis, Hilda Winifred. The Ship That
4-6 Flew; illus. by Nora Lavrin. Cri-
terion, 1958. 246p. $3.50.
Peter found, in an old shop, a tiny ship. After
he bought it, he found that it was magic and had
the powers of expanding in size and of sailing
through the sky into the past. Peter and his
brother and sisters had many fantastic adven-
tures in the past after making trips to their
mother's hospital bed and to Egypt. Although
there are passages and episodes that are con-
vincing fantasy, most of the incidents seem
contrived and some are rather unpleasant, e.g.,
at the close of the first Egyptian trip, the chil-
dren dispose of a native by pushing him over-
board into the Nile, hoping that there are croc-
odiles about. Originally published in England
(Oxford University Press, 1939).
R Loder, Dorothy. The Land and People of
7-10\ / Belgium. Lippincott, 1957. 115p.
S(Portraits of the Nations Series)
$2.75.
An int resting picture of Belgium. About half
the book is devoted to an historical survey, con-
centrating on the medieval period and emphasiz-
ing the struggle for freedom from outside con-
trol. The other half describes the various re-
gions of modern Belgium, discussing in partic-
ular the differences between Flemish-speaking
Flanders in the north and French-speaking
Wallonia in the south, and the ways in which the
two groups are adjusting to each other after cen-
turies of bickering and hard feeling. There is
little space given to contemporary political, eco-
nomic, and social structure and problems, but
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the book communicates the traditions and atmos-
phere of the country.
Ad Lownsbery, Eloise. Marta the Doll; illus.
3-5 by Marya Werten. Longmans, 1958.
118p. $3.
Hanka, who is six, lives on a farm in Poland. Her
one wish is for a doll; her older sister grants the
wish by buying a doll at the fair. Marta, the doll,
becomes Hanka's "child" and goes everywhere
with her owner. When Marta is lost, Hanka is
most unhappy; when the doll is found, the little
girl is sure that supernatural powers have re-
united them. The interpolation of Polish folk
tales and of Polish words and personal names
lends color to a mediocre story. First published
in 1946, this is a re-issue.
R Markun, Patricia Maloney. The First Book
4-6 of the Panama Canal; pictures by Lili
Rethi. Watts, 1958. 61p. $1.95.
In vivid detail, the author recounts the passage
of a ship through the Panama Canal. The history,
use, operation and problems of the Canal are then
told in clear, simple writing. The text is well-
organized and the illustrations are most helpful
in understanding the operation of the locks. Ex-
cellent presentation of informational material.
Ad Miles, Betty. A House for Everyone; illus.
K-1 by Jo Lowrey. Knopf, 1958. 40p.
$2.75.
Different kinds of houses and different patterns
of family life are presented colorfully and simply
in a picture-book format. The book is more one
to use in kindergarten or primary grades for in-
troducing a unit on neighborhoods than for chil-
dren and parents to share as a picture book to
read and look at for pleasure.
NR Miller, Mary Britton. All Aboard; de-
4-6 signed and drawn by Bill Sokol. Pan-
theon, 1958. 48p. $2.75.
Poems about time, space and some natural phe-
nomena. The style is uneven and there are
statements of dubious accuracy, i.e., in a poem
entitled "The Moon," the author predicts that
"if you live to be old you'll see ships set sail
... to visit this cold unvisited place." Five po-
ems are called "Where Are You Now?" and
places described are a submarine, a train, a
bed, an airplane and a city.
Ad Olds, Elizabeth. Deep Treasure; A Story
4-6 of Oil. Houghton, 1958. 40p. $3.
Although the format is that of a picture book,
the style, content and type size are all best
suited to the middle and upper elementary
level. Beginning with the earliest records of
man's use of oil, the author traces the history
of its increased use to the present. The attrac-
tive, colorful illustrations are sometimes more
decorative than informative, but they add to the
appeal of the book.
R Peare, Catherine Owens. William Penn:
9-12 A Biography. Lippincott, 1957. 448p.$6.
A full-length, thoroughly researched biography
of William Penn, presenting in detail the many
facets, social, religious and political, of his life
and personality. In addition to being a well-
rounded characterization of Penn, the book cre-
ates a vivid picture of the period in which he
lived. The style of writing and the immense
amount of detail that is included will recommend
the book for the more serious reader rather
than for the casual reader of fictionalized biog-
raphy. For those who will make the effort, the
book is richly rewarding.
Ad Pope, Elizabeth Marie. The Sherwood
7-9 Ring; illus. by Evaline Ness.
Houghton, 1958. 266p. $3.
As she is on her way to visit her uncle at the
old family home, Peggy Grahame encounters an
ancestral ghost. This is the first of many epi-
sodes in which various people who lived during
the Revolution appear and tell Peggy their sto-
ries. There are two concurrent plots: Peggy's
love story and the double love story of her for-
bears. The author moves easily from one to the
other by the device of ghostly reporters, uniting
the two by familiar objects that appear in both.
Pleasant romantic writing.
Ad Powers, Anne. Ride with Danger. Bobbs-
7-9 Merrill, 1958. 256p. $3.
A story of court intrigue in England and Ireland
in the days of King Edward III. Thomas Gilman,
an Irish youth who is passing as the son of a
Scottish ship-builder, has obtained a position
as clerk in the king's court in order to spy on
the Ufford family. Stephen and Sir Ralph Ufford
have designs on the O'More stronghold in Ire-
land where Thomas had lived as a boy. After
numerous cloak-and-dagger-type adventures,
the Uffords are defeated and Thomas is re-
vealed as Conall O'More, son of the Irish chief-
tain and heir to his father's lands and position.
The story has good pace and is adequate, if not
exceptional, writing.
NR Rieseberg, Harry E. Treasure!; illus. by
6-8 Albert Orbaan. Holt, 1957. 122p.
$2.50.
The author recounts a hodge-podge of tales
about lost and phantom ships, diving for sunken
treasure, killing a giant crocodile and a giant
octopus, looting an ancient temple in Indochina.
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There is also a plug for an undersea exploring
apparatus invented by the author. There is no
continuity between the chapters or consistency
in the subject matter; the writing is extremely
poor. There are many stories of treasure that
are far superior to these melodramatic epi-
sodes, and the author's superficiality and use
of the first person make the book useless as in-
formation.
R Scheele, William Earl. Prehistoric Man
7-12 and the Primates. World, 1957. 121p.
$4.95.
A comprehensive, interesting discussion of the
anthropological relationship of man and the
other primates, important living primates, and
finally, human physical and cultural evolution,
including descriptions of modern racial groups.
The book brings together a wide range of sub-
ject matter in a compact form, and the illustra-
tions are, for the most part, very effective and
meaningful. The values of the book largely out-
weigh several minor flaws-some of the illus-
trations are not explained or are several pages
away from the relevant text; species noted by
the text as "most important" are not always pic-
tured; one chart is unclear and one map-key
does not match its map. It is also unfortunate
that there is no index, since the organization is
rather casual. The book is probably most suited
to readers with some background in the subject
who would not be deterred or confused by the
organization. A companion volume to the author's
Prehistoric Animals and The First Mammals.
R Shippen, Katherine Binney. This Union
9-12 Cause; The Growth of Organized La-
bor in America; illus. with photo-
graphs and drawings. Harper, 1958.
180p. $2.50.
The story of organized labor in the United States
is told, beginning with the craft societies of co-
lonial days to the merger of the A.F. of L. and
the C.L O. The influences of economic situations
and of industrial progress, the leading figures
of labor history, and the survey of disputes and
legislation are told in a well organized and in-
teresting history. There is but brief mention
made of racketeering, the implication being that
this is a thing of the past; a reader of newspa-
pers may question this optimism.
M Simon, Norma. The Daddy Days; pictures
K-l by Abner Graboff. Abelard-Schuman,
1958. 44p. $2.50.
Two young children describe the things they en-
joy doing with their father on the week-end,
which they call the "daddy days." The activities
are ones that will seem familiar to most chil-
dren, but the text lacks distinction and the illus-
trations are frequently confusing.
NR Simon, Norma. My Beach House; illus.
3-5 by Velma Ilsley. Lippincott, 1958.
yrs. 32p. $2.25.
A picture book about a small girl who, with her
parents, goes to the beach for vacation. Text
and illustrations are repetitive and artfully in-
genous. The only interest of the slight text may
be the identification by a very young child of
experiences at the beach.
NR Snelling, Lois. Treasure in the Valley.
7-9 Funk & Wagnalls, 1958. 243p. $2.95.
A melodramatic, poorly written adventure story
set in the Ozark Mountains of northern Arkansas.
Two teen-age cousins, one from New York and
the other from Georgia, go to Arkansas to ex-
amine a piece of land their families have jointly
inherited. They become involved in a search for
a missing Civil War treasure, which they find,
with the money from an old bank robbery and
two deaths thrown in for good measure. The plot
is diffuse and too dependent on coincidence, much
more is hinted at than ever happens, the charac-
terizations are poorly drawn and the dialog reads
like a Grade B movie.
R Steele, William Owen. The Perilous Road;
6-8 illus. by Paul Galdone. Harcourt,
1958. 191p. $2.95.
Chris Brabson hated the Yankees, who had sto-
len his deerskin coat, and he could not under-
stand how his parents could remain so calm in
the face of his older brother's decision to join
the Union Army and of the raid on their supplies
and livestock made by Union soldiers. Against
the wishes of his father, and spurred on by a
local ne'er-do-well, Chris attempted his own
bit of revenge. When his efforts backfired in a
manner that threatened his brother's life and
showed'Chris how much like himself many of
the Yankee soldiers were, he grew up a bit and
came to a better understanding of himself and
his parents. Once again Mr. Steele has used the
mountain regions of Tennessee for a story of
boy life that has the elements of action and sus-
pense to give it appeal for the general reader,
plus an understanding of human nature to pro-
vide added substance for the more perceptive
reader.
M Thayer, Jane. Andy Wouldn't Talk; illus.
4-5 by Meg Wohlberg. Morrow, 1958.
yrs. 48p. $2.50.
Andy is a small boy who is too shy to talk to
anyone except his mother and his dog Gertrude.
One day he and Gertrude wander away from
home and become lost At first Andy will not
talk to anyone who tries to help him, but when
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an attempt is made to separate him from Ger-
trude, he tells his name and address. Thereafter
he is so pleased with his adventure that he is
willing to talk a bit to his mother's friends. The
appeal of the story will be for small children,
although it is somewhat long for reading aloud.
Ad Tibble, J. W. and Anne. Helen Keller;
5-7 illus. by Harper Johnson. Putnam,
1958. 125p. (Lives to Remember) $2.
A biography that concentrates on the education
of Helen Keller and on the earlier part of her
life. Her isolation as a small child is described,
as is the technique of hand-spelling used by her
teacher, Anne Sullivan. Miss Keller's desire for
an education, her triumph over great handicaps,
and her dedication to helping others suffering
similar affliction make an impressive story. Il-
lustrations are pen and ink drawings and are in-
appropriate and poorly conceived.
R Titus, Eve. Basil of Baker Street; illus.
4-6 by Paul Galdone. Whittlesey House,
1958. 96p. $2.75.
Basil, the English mouse detective, lives in Mr.
Sherlock Holmes' cellar. He has learned his art
from the great man, and has become a great
mouse, famous for his inspired sleuthing. When
the mouse twins disappear, Basil follows clues
that lead to a seaside resort and some stirring
adventures. The book will delight those who rec-
ognize it as a parody, and is quite complete as
a story for those who have not yet met the orig-
inal hero.
SpR Walker, David Harry. Sandy Was a Sol-
6- dier's Boy; A Fable; illus. by Dobson
Broadhead. Houghton, 1957. 180p. $3.
Ten-year-old Sandy McBain's mother maintained
that there were really two of him-Sandy Boy,
who was honest, hard-working and steadfastly
high-principled, and Sandy Demon, who, among
other things, smashed all the glass in a green-
house to bits with a catapult before Sandy Boy
could stop him. The action of the story is con-
cerned with Sandy Boy's hard Work to pay for
the glass and to attain self-control, and culmi-
nates in one glorious deed by which he shows
that he really has mastered the selfish and reck-
less Demon. As the sub-title, "A Fable," sug-
gests, this is not a story to be taken literally,
although even on that level its delightful char-
acterization, Scottish atmosphere, and warm hu-
mor make it outstanding. The reader who appre-
ciates the sensitivity of the writing and the sub-
tlety of insight and ideas will find this a book to
be cherished.
M Webb, Robert N. We Were There with
6-8 Richard the Lionhearted in the Cru-
sades; historical consultant: Andre
A. Beaumont; illus. by Leonard Vos-
burgh. Grosset, 1957. 182p. $1.95.
Two young boys serve the King in the Crusades.
Guy and Gladwyn are given an improbable
amount of responsibility, and prove themselves
brave, honest, shrewd and dependable. They are,
respectively, twelve and thirteen years old. A
secondary theme is the mystery of Guy's par-
entage: Richard divulges finally that Guy and
his sister are of the French nobility. The inci-
dents of Blondel's search for Richard and of the
King's meeting with Robin Hood are included in
the last two chapters of the book and do not con-
tribute to the unity of the action. The writing is
stilted and the characterizations are superficial,
but there is an attempt made at an honest ap-
praisal of Richard's personality: he is not all
good or always glorified. A minor aspect of
some interest is the complicated intrigue of
European rulers; the coalitions, marriages,
wars, and transfers of allegiance.
NR
3-5
Wheeler, Opal. The Miracle Dish; illus.
by Floyd L Webb. Dutton, 1957. 64p.
$2.50.
Excessively sentimental story based on an epi-
sode from the author's own childhood. Moppet,
the youngest Wheeler child, does errands and
saves her pennies to buy a dish her mother
wants for Christmas. When she starts home she
discovers that she has lost her carfare and must
walk three miles, through sub-zero weather.
With the help of a neighbor and inspired by a
display of northern lights, she makes the trip
safely. Very pedestrian writing, with unrealis-
tic dialog. The illustrations do not always
match the text.
R Zim, Herbert Spencer. Your Food and
4-6 You; illus. by Gustav Schrotter.
Morrow, 1957. 64p. $2.50.
A brief and informative discourse on diet and
nutrition. The kinds of food needed by the hu-
man body are described, and the nutrient and
caloric values of some of the common foods
are charted. Vitamins and vitamin-deficiency,
allergies, energy needs, and food-related emo-
tional problems are discussed. The structure
and functioning of the body, and particularly of
the digestive system are mentioned (and illus-
trated) when they are pertinent, but are not de-
scribed in detail.
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PRUD'HOMMEAUX. Hidden Lights. 84
Puppy Named Gih. Machetanz. 72
Put Her To Port, Johnny. Parsons. 27\
PYLE. Otto of the Silver Hand. 17
QUENNELL. Everyday Life in the Old Stone
Age. 73
. Everyday Life in the New Stone,
Bronze, and Early Iron Ages. 73
. Everyday Life in Roman Britain. 74
. Everyday Life in Anglo-Saxon, Viking,
and Norman Times. 74
Rachel and Herman. Lewiton. 14
RADLAUER. Fathers at Work. 85
Railroads Today and Yesterday. Buehr. 66
Rainbow Book of Nature. Peattie. 39
RAND. Sparkle and Spin. 74
Ranger Boys in Space. Clement. 51
RAPAPORT. Binkley's Bottleneck. 17
Raphael, the Herald Angel. Appel and Hudson.
57
RAVIELLI, Adventure in Geometry. 62
Rawhide Johnny. Frazier. 59
RAYMUND. Little Man Dressed in Red. 39
Razzberry Jamboree. Kohler. 96
Reach for a Star. Means. 46
Read All about It! Jupo. 96
Read-Aloud Nursery Tales. Kramer. 55
Ready for School? Kingsley. 110
REASON. To Capture the King! ,39
Rebellion of Ran Chatham. Person. 47
RECK. Some Days to Remember. 63
Red River Adventure. Chalmers. 51
REEDER. West Point Second Classman. 47
REEVES. Curious Doings at the Mouse-House.
113
REID. Fairwater. 85
Reindeer Twins. Tompkins. 102
REINFELD. Trappers of the West. 17
Remembered Island. Arden. 1
RENDINA. Lolly Touchberry. 63
RENICK. Bats and Gloves of Glory. 17
REY. Curious George Gets a Medal. 74
REYNOLDS. We Chased a Rainbow. 85
RHINER. Jimmie Goes to Church. 18
RICH. First Book of New England. 27
Rickie. Davis. 5
Riddle of the Black Knight. Leekley. 60
Ride the Wild Waves. Aldis. 57
Ride with Danger. Powers. 122
RIESEBERG. Treasure! 122
RIETVELD. Roly and Poly. 85
. To Hide, To Seek. 99
Rifles for Watie. Keith. 45
Riley Goes to Obedience School. Robinson.
99
Ring of Fate. Bothwell. 50
RIPLEY. Rubens. 74
RIPPER. Moles and Shrews. 74
RITCHIE. Year of the Horse. 74
River Queen. Burchard. 78
RIWKIN-BRICK. Eva Visits Noriko-San. 75
Road to Miklagard. Treece. 87
Robert E. Musgrave. 16
Robins on the Window Sill. Eberle. 93
ROBINSON, H. L. Wan-Fu. 11
ROBINSON, M. L. Riley Goes to Obedience
School. 99
ROBINSON, V. Maggie's Champion. 47
Roly and Poly. Rietveld. 85
Room for Randy. Jackson. 82
ROSEN. Galileo and the Magic Numbers. 113
ROUNDS. Whitey Ropes and Rides. 27
ROWE. Way with Boys. 75
ROWLAND. Juddie. 100
. Penicillin Man. 100
Roxanne, Industrial Nurse. Macdonald and
Johnston. 61
Rubens. Ripley. 74
Rumpus on Commodore Hill. Cheney. 51
Runaway. Clewes. 52
Runaways. Hader. 24
Rusty Rings a Bell. Branley and Vaughan. 78
RUTGERS VAN DER LOEFF-BASENAU see
VAN DER LOEFF-BASENAU
RYAN. Captain Pugwash. 63
RYDBERG, E. Conquer the Winds. 18
RYDBERG, L. H. Marni. 100
SAINT ANDRE. Messenger of Fair Island. 18
ST. JOHNS. My Friend God. 18
Samburu the Elephant. Scott. 39
SANDERS. Behind the Scenes in a Super Mar-
ket. 18
Sandy Was a Soldier's Boy. Walker. 124
SANGER. Bird Watchers. 100
Sashes Red and Blue. Carlson. 4
SAVITT. Step-a-Bit. 27
137
SAYRE. Never Call Retreat. 63
Scareboy. Hart. 10
SCHEELE. Prehistoric Man and the Primates.
123
SCHERMAN. Catherine the Great. 75
SCHLEIN. Bunny, a Bird, a Funny Cat. 63
. Little Rabbit. 18
Schoolboy Johnson. Tunis. 103
SCHWARTZ. Cottontail Rabbit. 18
SCOTT, J. County Fair Colt. 75
SCOTT, J. M. White Magic. 100
SCOTT, J. U. Memo for Marriage. 100
SCOTT, R. L. Samburu the Elephant. 39
Sea Lady. Batchelor. 2
Sea Siege. Norton. 27
Sea Treasure. Johnstone. 96
Sealskins for Silk. Cheesman. 22
Second Nature. Stolz. 114
Second Year Nurse. McCulloch. 60
Secret Farmyard. Kennell. 82
Secret for a Star. Vance. 115
Secret Motorcar. Dale. 93
Secret of Turkeyfoot Mountain. Crist. 93
See through the Lake. Selsam. 101
SELBY-LOWNDES. Circus Train. 19
SELDEN. Garden under the Sea. 85
SELSAM. Play with Seeds. 40
.See through the Lake. 101
SENDAK, J. Circus Girl. 101
SHappy Rain. 19
SENDAK, M. Very Far Away. 19
Senior Hostess. Hill. 81
Senior Prom. Du Jardin. 93
Sequoyah: Leader of the Cherokees. Marriott.
14
SETH. Spy and the Stom Gun. 101
SETH-SMITH. Black Tower. 19
SEUSS. Cat in the Hat. 19
. How the Grinch Stole Christmas. 75
Seven Sapphires. Kyle. 14
Seven Sayings of Mr. Jefferson. DeJong. 58
Seventeen Book of Young Living. Haupt. 120
Seventeen Party Book. Haupt. 10
SEVERN. Let's Give a Show. 19
SEVREY. First Book of the Earth. 101
SHAFFER. Crocodile Tomb. 113
SHALER Gaunt's Daughter. 101
Shane Comes to Dublin. Lynch. 111
SHAPIRO. Circus Boy. 75
. Cleo. 20
SharfFFishing Off the Great Barrier Reef.
Mazet. 45
Sheep on the Ranch. Israel. 70
SHERBURNE. Princess in Denim. 101
SHERER. Ho Fills the Rice Barrel. 85
Sherwood Ring. Pope. 122
Shield Ring. Sutcliff. 28
Ship That Flew. Lewis. 121
SHIPPEN. This Union Cause. 123
Shipwreck. Pease. 113
Showboat Round the Bend. Miller. 61
SHUTTLESWORTH. Story of Rocks. 20
Side Line Victory. Paulson. 38
Silver Branch. Sutcliff. 114
Silver for General Washington. Meadowcroft.
83
SILVERMAN, M. Ciri-biri-bin. 101
SILVERMAN, W. B. Still Small Voice Today.
75
Silversmith of Old NeW York: Myer Myers.
Wise. 104
SIMISTER. Pewter Plate. 76
SIMON. Daddy Days. 123
. My Beach House. 123
. Tree for Me. 20
Singing Glasses. Williams. 32
Singing Holidays. Brand. 50
SISSON. Mr. Nobody. 20
6 Little Chicks. Steiner. 20
SKELTON. Animals All. 56
Ski Ranger. Thomson. 28
Sleepyhead. Will and Nicolas. 88
SLEIGH. Carbonel. 40
SLOBODKIN. Melvin the Moose Child. 76
. Thank You - You're Welcome. 101
SLOBODKINA. The Clock. 20
SMALL. Mary Jane Ellen McCling. 56
SMILEY. Buzzing Bees. 102
SMITH, E. Y. House with the Secret Room. 20
SMITH, N. W. Hurricane Mystery. 113
SMITH, W. J. Boy Blue's Book of Beasts. 76
Smugglers of Sandy Bay. Holberg. 81
Snake That Went to School. Moore. 62
SNELLING. Treasure in the Valley. 123
Snow Tracks. George. 94
Snow White and Other Stories. Grimm. 59
Snowshoe Thompson. Stoutenburg and Baker.
86
So Hi and the White Horse. Beaton-Jones. 118
Sociable Toby. Clymer. 52
Sod-House Winter. Judson. 25
Soil Savers. Colby. 92
Some Day. Paull. 99
Some Days to Remember. Reck and Fichter.
63
Somebody's Slippers, Somebody's Shoes.
Brenner. 118
Someone To Care. Paschal. 27
Son of Columbus. Baumann. 117
Sons of the Steppe. Baumann. 106
SOOTIN. Let's Go to a Police Station. 48
South Cove Summer. Bassett. 21
Space Cat Meets Mars. Todd. 87
Spaghetti Eddie. Ellis. 68
Sparkle and Spin. Rand. 74
SPEARE. Calico Captive. 48
Spinning Wings. Gallup. 24
Spitzee Anota. King. 96
Splendor of Persia. Payne. 73
Spook the Mustang. Thompson. 102
138
Spooky Magic. Kettelkamp. 13
SPRAGUE. Conquerors of Time. 76
SPRATT. Toppy and the Circus Rider. 48
Spy and the Atom Gun. Seth. 101
SPYKMAN. Wild Angel. 20
SPYRL Children's Christmas Carol. 114
. Pet Lamb. 86
STANFORD. Horsemasters. 40
Star Girl. Winterfeld. 116
STEELE. Daniel Boone's Echo. 86
. Flaming Arrows. 28
. Perilous Road. 123
STEFANSSON. Here Is the Far North. 63
STEINER. Karoleena. 102
. My Bunny Feels Soft. 114
. My Slippers Are Red. 86
. 6 Little Chicks. 20
Step-a-Bit. Savitt. 27
STERLING. Captaid of the Planter. 114
. Story of Caves. 63
STERNE. Mary McLeod Bethune. 76
STEVENSON, A. Telegraph Boy. 56
STEVENSON, R. L. Child's Garden of Verses.
(Grosset) 114
. Child's Garden of Verses. (Simon
and Schuster). 20
Still Small Voice Today. Silverman. 75
STILLMAN. Understanding Maps. 40
STOCKTON. Ting-a-Ling Tales. 86
STODDARD. Symphony Conductors of the U.S.A.
40
STOLZ. Because of Madeline. 28
. Good-by My Shadow. 86
. Second Nature. 114
Stories California Indians Told. Fisher. 43
Stories from the Bible. Fanchiotti. 35
Storm at Anderson Point. Nelson. 38
Storm over Skye. McLean. 37
Story of Albert Schweitzer. Daniel. 43
Story of Annie Oakley. Collier. 5
Story of Caves. Sterling. 63
Story of Houses. Case. 51
Story of Noah's Ark. Bible. 41
Story of Rivers. Bethers. 2
Story of Rocks. Shuttlesworth. 20
Story Poems Old and New. Cole. 58
STOUTENBURG. Snowshoe Thompson. 86
Stowaway. Amrein. 33
STRACHAN. Christopher Jarrett of New
Plymouth. 28
Strange Island. Havighurst. 10
Strangers Among Us. Hobart 95
Strangers in Skye. Allan. 105
STREATFEILD. Dancing Shoes. 102
Summer of Decision. Allan. 77
SUMMERS. Wonderful Time. 48
Surprise of Their Lives. Wilson. 88
Susan's Secret. Wriston. 30
SUSCHITZKY. Golden Book of Animals. 114
SUTCLIFF. Shield Ring. 28
. Silver Branch. 114
SUTTON. Palace Wagon Family. 76
Swarm in May. Mayne. 15
SWIFT. Edge of April. 48
Swift in the Night. Mowery. 26
Swim for It, Bridget! Moore. 98
Swimmer Is a Hopper. Ellis. 59
Swimming Pool. Cobb. 5
Swiss Holiday. Allan. 89
Sword of the Winds. Faulkner. 53
Symphony Conductors of the U.S.A. Stoddard.
40
Taco, the Snoring Burro. Graham and Huff.
120
Tail Is a Tail. Mace. 71
Tale of Tiny Tutak. Wiig. 30
Tales from the Arabian Nights. Goulden. 94
Tall One. Olson. 16
TALLANT. Evangeline and the Arcadians. 76
TANNENBAUM. Understanding Maps. 40
Target Island. Carter. 92
Taro's Festival Day. Kawaguchi. 13
Team That Wouldn't Quit. MacKellar. 83
Teddy and the Ice Cream Man. Fiedler. 43
Tee Vee Humphrey. Lewellen. 83
Teen-Age Plays for All Occasions. Hark and
McQueen. 110
TEFFT. Merrie Maple. 115
Telegraph Boy. Stevenson. 56
Telltime's Alphabet Book. Hall. 110
Ten Big Farms. Ipcar. 96
Ten Miles High, Two Miles Deep. Honour. 81
Ten Pairs of Shoes. Ashworth. 106
TERKEL. Giants of Jazz. 102
Terrible Game. Moore. 61
Terrible Terrifying Toby. Johnson. 36
Terry's Ferry. Cook. 79
Thank You - You're Welcome.. Slobodkin. 101
THARP. Tory Hole. 28
THAYER. Andy Wouldn't Talk. 123
. Outside Cat. 86
There's Always Forever. Malvern. 72
They Saw America First. Bakeless. 117
This Is a Town. Curren. 119
This Union Cause. Shippen. 123
THOMAS. Leonardo da Vinci. 40
THOMPSON, H. Spook the Mustang. 102
THOMPSON, J. M. Poems To Grow On. 56
THOMPSON, M. W. Snow Slopes. 87
THOMSON. Ski Ranger. 28
Thorntree Meadows. Nett. 46
Three Great Horse Stories. Pace, Larom and
Cannam. 73
Three Musketeers. Dumas. 80
Three Promises to You. Leaf. 55
Three Stars for Star Island. Hall.
TIBBLE. Helen Keller. 124
Tic, Tac, and Toc. Munari. 46
Ticket to Fleet Street Wood. 116
108
139
Tide Always Turns. Mitchell. 72
TIFFANY. One Summer in Stock. 115
Tiger of Bitter Valley. Youngberg. 64
Time Garden. Eager. 109
Time of Wonder. McCloskey. 71
Ting-a-Ling Tales. Stockton. 86
Tiny Man. Otto. 84
TITUS. Anatole and the Cat. 87
.Basil of Baker Street. 124
Tizz Takes a Trip. Bialk. 22
To Build a Land. Watson. 29
To Capture the King! Reason. 39
To Church We Go. Trent. 28
To Hide, To Seek. Rietveld. 99
TODD. Space Cat Meets Mars. 87
TOMPKINS. Reindeer Twins. 102
Too Small To See. Neurath. 112
TOOR. Made in Italy. 87
Toppy and the Circuit Rider. Spratt. 48
TOR. Getting To Know Canada. 28
Tory Hole. Tharp. 28
Tough Enogh's Pony. Carroll. 42
Toujours Diane. Headley. 11
Tower Treasure. Molloy. 112
Toy Rose. Bianco. 77
Trail of the Hunter's Horn. Clark. 34
Trappers of the West. Reinfeld. 17
Trapping the Silver Beaver. Niehuis. 55
TREASE. Gates of Bannerdale. 48
Treasure! Rieseberg. 122
Treasure in the Valley. Snelling. 123
Treasure of the Medranos. Atkins. 89
Tree for Me. Simon. 20
Tree for Teddy. Holland. 81
Tree House at Seven Oaks. Bothwell. 106
TREECE. Men of the Hills. 115
. Road to Miklagard. 87
Trees and Their World. Fenton and Pallas. 68
TRENT. To Church We Go. 28
Trip On a Plane. Greene. 120
Tropical Rain Forests. Goetz. 8
Trouble after School. Beim. 118
Trucks and Trucking. Buehr. 107
Trudy Wells, R.N., Pediatric Nurse. Deming.
79
True Book of Pioneers. Harmer. 24
True Book of Oceans. Carter. 107
True Book of Reptiles. Ballard. 2
Truly Elizabeth. Weiss. 64
TUDOR. Around the Year. 64
Tuna Clipper Challenge. Brennan. 42
TUNIS, E. Colonial Living. 103
TUNIS, J. R. Schoolboy Johnson. 103
TURNER. Lacy Edwards, Veterinarian. 28
Tweeter of Prairie Dog Town. G'ag. 7
Twelve Days 'Til Trenton. Duncan. 108
Twenty-One Children. Ormsby. 73
Two Against the Arctic. Litgen. 37
Undecided Heart Faulkner. 43
Underground Riches. Buehr. 78
Understanding Maps. Tannenbaum and Still-
man. 40
UNGERER. Mellops Go Diving for Treasure.
103
Upside-Down Town. Andrews. 106
Unhappy Hippopotamus. Moore. 38
Unicorn with the Silver Shoes. Young. 104
Untune the Sky. Plotz. 84
Uranium Mystery. Ahrian. 49
VALENS. Me and Frumpet. 115
Valiant Scots. Lauber." 45
VANCE. Flight of the Wildling. 103
Secret for a Star. 115
VAN 1ER LOEFF-BASENAU. Avalanche! 115
VAN STOCKUM. King Oberon's Forest. 103
VAUGHAN. Rusty Rings a Bell. 78
VAUGHAN-JACKSON. Animals and Men in
Armor. 116
VERNE. Journey to the Center of the Earth.
56
.Mysterious Island. 87
VERRAL. Lassie and the Daring Rescue. 103
Very Far Away. Sendak. 19
Vida Prescott: Attorney. Brady. 66
VIKSTEN. Gunilla. 29
Village Band Mystery. Kingman. 13
Virginia Giant. Power-Waters. 84
VON HIPPEL. Craziest Hallowe'en. 64
Wait Till Sunday. Dorritt. 80
WALDEN. Palomino Girl. 29
WALDMAN. Lucky Bat Boy. 87
WALKER, D. H. Sandy Was a Soldier's Boy.
124
WALKER, N. Kappy Oliver. 88
Wan-Fu. Huggins, Robinson, and Ballou. 11
WARD, L. K. Armed with Courage. 26
WARD, N. Beau. 40
Warmhearted Polar Bear. Murphy. 62
Washington Irving: His Life. Peare. 47
Water. Green. 109
WATSON, J. W. How To Tell Time. 31
. My First Book about God. 116
_ Wonders of Nature. 56
WATSON, S. To Build a Land. 29
Way with Boys. Rowe. 75
We Chased a Rainbow. Reynolds. 85
We Were There with Richard the Lionhearted
in the Crusades. Webb. 124
We Were There with the California Forty-
Niners. Holt. 54
WEBB, C. Magic Island. 29
WEBB, R. N. We Were There with Richard the
Lionhearted in the Crusades. 124
WEBER. Happy Birthday, Dear Beany. 88
Wee Joseph. MacKellar. 45
WEIL. I Wish, I Wish. 29
WEISGARD. Mr. Peaceable Paints. 29
140
WEISS, E. S. Truly Elizabeth. 64
WEISS, H. Gondola for Fun. 31
WELCH. Captain of Dragoons. 29
WELLMAN. Young Squire Morgan. 31
WELLS. Adventure to Home. 64
WEST, E. Mystery of the Shuttered Hotel. 8
WEST, J. Happy Hollisters and the Old
Clipper Ship. 31
West Point Second Classman. Reeder. 47
What Could You See? Bendick. 50
What Do You Think? Bennett. 118
What Indian Is It? Pistorius. 62
WHEELER. Miracle Dish. 124
When Jesus Came. Brennan. 3
Where Any Young Cat Might Be. Denison and
Cummin. 6
Where Did Tuffy Hide? Eberstadt. 43
Where Eagles Fly. Jones. 12
Where Is Everybody? Charlip. 22
Whispers and Other Poems. Livingston. 111
WHITE, A. T. see SUSCHITZKY
WHITE, G. Book of Dolls. 31
WHITE, H. Wild Decembers. 31
White Eagles over Serbia. Durrell. 119
White Elephant. Clarke. 107
White Magic. Scott. 100
White Patch. Earle. 80
Whitey Ropes & Rides. Rounds. 27
WHITMARSH. Famous American Athletes of
Today. 31
Who Is It? Gay. 80
Who Lives in This House? Blough. 41
Who Wants an Apple. Hawkins. 44
Who's There? Open the Door! Munari. 46
WIBBERLEY. John Barry, Father of the Navy.
29
Wide Blue Road. Campbell. 34
WIIG. Tale of Tiny Tutak. 30
Wild Angel. Spykman. 20
Wild Decembers. White. 31
Wild Little House. Dillon. 68
WILKINS. Clouds, Rings and Crocodiles. 103
WILL. Sleepyhead. 88
William Bent and His Adobe Empire. Garst.
24
William Penn: A Biography. Peare. 122
WILLIAMS, G. Baby Animals. 64
WILLIAMS, H. L. Dance for Dulcy. 30
. Singing Glasses. 32
WIL.IAMS, J. Danny Dunn on a Desert Island.
32
WILLIAMSON. Eagles Have Flown. 32
WILLIS. Caesar's Blue Ribbon. 30
. Molly's Hannibal. 103
WILSON, C. B. Growing Up with Daddy. 64
WILSON, H. H. Little Marquise: Madam La-
fayette. 104
. Surprise of Their Lives. 88
WILSON, W. N. Hokahey! 6
Wings over Labrador. Hambleton. 59
WINTERFELD. Star Girl. 116
WINWAR. Elizabeth. 30
WISE. Jonathan Blake. 30
. Silversmith of Old New York: Myer
Myers. 104
WITTON. Crossroads for Chela. 30
WOLCOTT. God Gave Us Seasons. 116
Wolf Brother. Kjelgaard. 60
Wonderful Cat of Cobbie Bean. Carleton. 51
Wonderful Time. Summers. 48
Wonders of Nature. Watson. 56
Wondersmith and His Son. Young. 104
Wondrous Egg of Abou. King. 36
WOOD, A. Ticket to Fleet Street. 116
WOOD, J. P. Elephant in the Family. 32
WOOLLEY. Ginnie and the Mystery House. 88
WORCESTER. Lone Hunter and the Cheyennes.
30
World of Pooh. Milne. 84
Worlds Without End. Barclay. 21
WRIGHT. Offshore Summer. 116
WRISTON. Susan's Secret. 30
WYLER. First Book of Weather. 32
YASUDA. Old Tales of Japan. 32
YATES, B. W. Indianapolis 500. 32
YATES, R. F. Faster and Faster. 104
Year of Enchantment. Pinkerton. 113
Year of the Horse. Ritchie. 74
Year of the Pheasants. Ladd. 36
Year without a Santa Claus. McGinley. 45
YOUNG. Unicorn with the Silver Shoes. 104
. Wondersmith and His Son. 104
Young Farmers in Scotland. Martin. 15
Young Mariner Melville. Gould. 8
Young Readers Science Fiction Stories. Elam.
68
Young Squire Morgan. Wellman. 31
Young Teens Talk It Over. Beery. 66
YOUNGBERG. Tiger of Bitter Valley. 64
Your Food and You. Zim. 124
ZIM. Photography. 104
Your Food and You.
ZION. Jeffie's Party. 88
ZOLOTOW. Over and Over.
Zorra. Franklin. 80
124
88
